Throughout his long career in southern Italy, the Spanish artist Jusepe de Ribera (1591-1652) showed a vested interest in the shifting practices and expectations that went into looking at pictures. As I argue, the artist's evident preoccupation with sensory experience is inseparable from his attention to the ways in which people evaluated and spoke about art. Ribera's depictions of sensory experience, in works such as the circa 1615 Five Senses, the circa 1622 Studies of Features, and the 1637 Isaac Blessing Jacob, approach the subject of the bodily senses in terms of evaluation and questioning, emphasizing the link between sensory experience and prudence. Ribera worked at a time and place when practices of connoisseurship were not, as they are today, a narrow set of preoccupations with attribution and chronology but a wide range of qualitative evaluations, and early sources describe him as a tasteful participant in a spoken connoisseurial culture. In these texts, the usage of the term “taste,” gusto, links the assessment of Ribera's work to his own capacity to judge the works of other artists. Both taste and prudence were crucial social skills within the courtly culture that composed the upper tier of Ribera's audience, and his pictures respond to the tensions surrounding sincerity of expression or acceptance of sensory experience in a novel and often satirical vein. Prudence, a courtly virtue enabling both judgment and dissimulation, appears in Ribera's work as a native trait of the judgment and dissimulation that the art of painting respectively invites and carries out. Far from representing a propagandistic or anti-intellectual expression of post-Tridentine visual culture, Ribera's oeuvre participates ambitiously in his generation's questioning of what pictures are, what it means to look at them, and what they have authority to do and say.
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